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What is expected of us in the Social Work
Relationship?

Social Work and
the Ontological
Need for
Relationships

• Whilst the ability to forge
good interpersonal
relationships is desirable, but
often not essential for highly
developed professions such
as medicine and law, it is an
absolute precondition of
effective social work
practice. (O’Leary, Tsui and
Ruch. 2013)

What does Social Work
Relationship aim to achieve?

What Type of Boundary do we have with
Clients?

Do we know where the boundary is in
Professional Social Work relationships?


Crossing the Boundary?
 Blurring the Boundary?
 Having poor boundaries?
 Boundaries of transference?
 Too personally involved…

Not adequately defined, yet spoken
about as if everyone knows where the
boundary is exclusive of context

How are boundaries constructed?

Traditional Conceptualisation of Professional Boundaries
Boundary set by
professional, agency
and profession’s body

Professional
Personal details
generally not shared or
comparatively limited.

Generally
questions
are
answered
not asked.
Questions
are asked
only in
relation to
self

Client
Client is more exposed in
terms of revealing intimate
and personal details.

Re-Conceptualisation of Professional
Social Work Boundaries
Exchange of money

Violence and
discriminatory
behaviour

RELATIONSHIP BOUNDARY
Questions about
experiences not
relevant to the
working
relationship

Sexual Relations

Disclosure of worker’s personal
details
Saying hello in other contexts

To be aware of
cultural
Confidentiality
differences
To be clear about the goals and the ending o f the
relations hip
To show
To share
humour and
Information
To learn from
patience
the client
To be aware of time
To
be
aware
of
To make clear
restraints
physical
professional
To complete
contacts
authority and
agreed-upon
To trust the
how it is
tasks
professional
exercised
Sharing food or drink
Taking of calls or meeting out of
office hours

Acknowledgement and
interaction in other contexts
such as church or sporting
club

To remain
attentive
to the
client

Expectation to
receive
preferential
treatment

Gifts that
are of
substantial
material
benefit

The Challenge
of a Good
Interpersonal
Relationship
within Ethical
Boundaries

Should there be precedence over the
interpersonal relationship needs, over
the ethical or value domains, or vice a
versa?
• Working with highly vulnerable populations
• Working with perpetrators of violence
• Statutory clients
• Voluntary clients

When does the role in social control
extend into the boundary of the
relationship, what ethical questions
should we be asking?

Ethics exist in the Relationship because of
Values ?

Connection not Separation

Reconceptualising
the Boundaries in
the Social Work
Relationship

• Places the client and social worker at the centre of a set of boundaries
• The boundary surrounds and connects the social worker
• Highlights that the relationship has qualities evident in other types of
personal relationships, but it is fundamentally different
• Some areas of the the relationship boundaries are contextual and or
negotiable (permeable boundary), this may include cultural practice
• While other aspects are not negotiable and unethical such as sexual
relationships or exchanges of money for preferential treatment
(impermeable boundary)
• The boundary requires a common understanding of the reasons and
purpose for the relationship

Connection and Dynamism
• The ability to exercise professional judgment in the moment, to think
critically on ‘your feet’
• How to deal with the unexpected
• To evaluate with the client and through reflection on the boundaries and
how they can best ethically and purposefully operate. This may require
an awareness of things such as gender or cultural dynamics or the way
past experiences of both the worker and client may influence the
boundaries

Connection and Reciprocity

Reconceptualising
the Boundaries in
the Social Work
Relationship

• A recognition and acknowledgement of the reciprocal nature of the
relationship. Its not a matter of being altruistic, but rather there are
psychological and professional benefits for the social worker.
• Being emotionally present in the relationship, awareness that the
space of the relationship can be special, emotional and
transformative for both parties. Appreciation of this can occur.
• Social workers learn from their work with clients both professionally
and personally about how to be better professionals
• Social workers can share aspects of their own lives in the context of
the purpose and needs of the client. The use of self is often essential
to make the relationship ‘real’.
Connection, Ethical Exclusion and Use of Self
• There are clear violations of ethical boundaries. Regard to people’s
safety should be paramount. Discrimination and exploitation are
clearly outside the professional boundary.
• Consideration of power imbalances inherent in societal structures
should be considered, such as gender, culture, class, etc
• This requires a consciousness and reflection on how this may impact
on the relationship and the negotiation of boundaries

Boundaries of
the Social
Work
Relationship:
Key Points

• Traditional notions of Professional Boundaries are not in
keeping with the sophisticated development of Social
Work as a relationship based profession
• Professional Boundaries are often spoken about as if they
are plain to see for everyone.
• Traditional Professional Boundaries apart from being
ambiguous, place emphasis on separation rather then
connection
• The Reconceptualised Professional Boundary places the
social worker and client at the centre of the relationship
surrounded by boundaries
• Social Work practice and the variety of different contexts
make it a complex process that has cultural and context
relativity that can influence the position of boundaries

Boundaries of
the Social
Work
Relationship:
Key Points

• Some Boundaries can be negotiated and
contextual
• There is still a critical need for professional
boundaries that clearly position unethical,
discriminatory or exploitative behaviour as
outside the realms of appropriate professional
boundaries
• The application of this to Social Work in Child
Protection can be transformative in creating
dynamism, participation and mutuality
• More Research is needed to shape Practice

Relationships with Clients and
Connectedness: Creates Communities

Be kind, for everyone you meet is
fighting a battle” – Plato.
“与人为善，因为你遇到的每一
个人都在打一场战”--柏拉图
Thank you and questions are
welcomed.
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